These rugged blades are more durable than most ordinary blades. Forge laminated from three layers of special steel alloys, the outer layers are flexible spring stock that provide flex and shock resistance. The center core is high carbon cutlery steel, harder than most other blades. Quick and easy to sharpen, this hard cutlery steel core will hold a razor's edge.

Handle tangs are annealed for easy drilling, filing, or threading. Blades are ground, polished, and are very sharp! Be careful.

**Norwegian Blades of laminated carbon steel**

**The “Pawnee” Stainless blade**

About 5 inches of cutting edge, ideal for use as a hunting knife, this blade is heavy gauge stainless steel, featuring a mirror finish. All others are high carbon steel. Imported steel.

**The “Kodiak” blade**

This Norwegian blade of laminated steel will make a fine knife for the muzzle loading hunter. It will serve you well as a patch knife, and you can use its curved tip for skinning big game, or cleaning waterfowl.

Antler makes a fine handle for a hunter’s knife. Cut the tang to a length of two to three inches, file “teeth” in the tang to anchor it. Drill out the soft center of your antler, and install the handle using two part epoxy. Old timers used pine pitch resin, an ancient hot melt glue. Imported steel.

**The “Campers Friend” blade**

Our smallest three layer laminated blade, with about 3-1/2 inches of cutting edge. Ideal for use as a patch knife, for cutting patches at the muzzle of your muzzle loading rifle.

Sew a small sheath on to the front of your possibles bag strap, to keep this small knife at hand, ready for immediate use. This blade is .102” thickness. Imported steel.

**The “Runt” patch knife blade**

The “Runt” is our smallest Norwegian steel blade. Not laminated, it is solid construction, using only the high carbon cutlery steel that forms the core of the other blades shown here.

This small blank makes a perfect small patch knife for the muzzle loading hunter, treker, and target shooter. Imported steel.

**Early American Folding Knives**

Similar to those shown in Sketchbook ’76, these folding knives feature genuine horn scales and brass bolster. This style knife was popular from the mid-1700s through the mid 1800s.

**Early American Folding Knives**

Gradually select your size and style. No trapper blades shown here. All styles are $5.00 additional. Imported steel.

- **Soldier’s small folding knife**
  - Overall length 6-1/2”,闭合长度 3-3/4”
  - 刀片长度 2-3/4”
  - 只需 $16.99

- **Gentleman’s medium folding knife**
  - Overall length 8”,闭合长度 4-1/2”
  - 刀片长度 3-1/2”
  - 只需 $17.99

- **Hunter’s large folding knife**
  - Overall length 11”,闭合长度 5-1/2”
  - 刀片长度 4-1/2’’
  - 只需 $19.99
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